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Abstract—Even as modern indoor positioning systems become more precise and computationally lightweight, most rely on specific infrastructure to be installed, leading to increased setup and maintenance costs. As such, multiple infrastructure-free solutions were devised relying on signals such as magnetic field, ambient light, and movement. In this paper, we propose a framework for determining the user’s location through the sound recorded by the user’s device. With this goal, we present two algorithms: SoundSignature and SoundSimilarity. With SoundSignature, we extract acoustic fingerprints from the recorded audio and employ them in a support vector machine classifier. With SoundSimilarity, where we employ a novel audio similarity measure to detect if users are in the same location as other users or microphone equipped devices. Both of these algorithms require no infrastructure and are computationally lightweight, thus allowing their use either in conjunction with other infrastructure-free technologies or standalone. The training of these algorithms requires nothing more than a smartphone or a similar device under normal usage conditions, eliminating the need of any dedicated equipment.

Index Terms—Indoor location, sound analysis, infrastructure-free, support vector machine, feature selection, SMOTE.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent times there has been a continuous increase in the ubiquity, processing power and sensing capabilities of modern smartphones. This has made possible the emergence of new technologies that allows users to keep track of their health, activities and location.

In the context of location, the most well known and widespread technology is the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). However, while this system’s precision and satellite coverage are typically sufficient for outdoor applications, this is not the case when the user is inside a building. The presence of walls and ceilings between the user and the satellites greatly attenuates the latter’s signal, and the reduced scale of typical paths in buildings compared to outdoor routes creates a demand for higher precisions.

Multiple alternative solutions have been proposed in the literature for indoor positioning systems. Many leverage signals transmitted between beacons and the device to be located, namely Radio Frequency signals, either Wi-Fi [1] or Bluetooth [2], infrared signals [3], ultrasound [4], visible light [5], among others. By estimating the distance of the device to each beacon through metrics such as received signal strength (RSS) [6] and time difference of arrival (TDoA) [7], trilateration may be used to locate the device. Other methods include using these metrics for fingerprinting techniques [8]. However, most current systems rely on infrastructure, leading to elevated setup and maintenance costs.

Some infrastructure-free solutions have also been proposed such as using pervasive signals such as ambient light [9] and perturbations in the Earth’s magnetic field for fingerprinting techniques [10]. Other systems integrate many of the aforementioned developments with inertial tracking and map data to locate the user indoors [11]. An existing sound-based solution uses the power spectra of the audio signal as an acoustic fingerprint to differentiate between different rooms [12].

Furthermore, Jun-Wei Qiu and Yu-Chee Tseng [13] have shown that meetings between two or more users may be used to calibrate their respective potential locations. Sound-based proximity detection was achieved through use of the normalized cross-correlation coefficient between the spectra of the compared signals [14].

The aim of this paper is to provide a framework for indoor location based on pervasive sound, taking advantage of a sensor present in every smartphone and requiring no dedicated infrastructure. The training of these algorithms require nothing more than a smartphone or similar device under normal usage conditions, eliminating the need for dedicated and possibly expensive recording equipment and easing the acquisition process. With this goal we provide two distinct tools to locate the user through pervasive sound. The first one is SoundSignature, where we determine in which location the user is based on previous recordings of said location. Relevant work on sound recognition includes algorithms for music recognition. Commercially available solutions [15] extract
II. SoundSignature: Indoor Location Through Location-Dependent Acoustic Fingerprints

Inspired by the aforementioned fingerprint-based solutions for indoor positioning systems, a system capable of locating people inside buildings by extracting location-dependent fingerprints from sound data is proposed. Fingerprint-based solutions are typically divided into an offline stage and an online stage [16]. In the offline stage of the proposed solution, the recordings are split into windows of equal length from which features are extracted. The processing of this data is also done in this stage. During the online stage, data is collected in real time and used as the algorithm’s input, returning an estimation of the user’s location.

In the following subsections a detailed description of the developed algorithm is presented.

A. Acoustic Fingerprint Extraction

Every location has a distinct set of acoustic characteristics by which it can be identified. These characteristics are the result of constant background noises, such as the humming of computer fans and air conditioning systems. These noises are further modulated by the impulse response of the location itself, determined by its physical characteristics such as dimensions and materials used [17]. We propose that these characteristics can be considered sufficiently stable and unique for each considered location and as such they can be used in the construction of an acoustic fingerprint.

Given any audio signal, its spectrogram can be computed. This is done by dividing the segment into windows, computing each respective Fourier transform, discarding the redundant second half and multiplying by its complex conjugate. The result is a representation of the evolution of the frequency spectrum along time.

As shown in the spectrogram from figure 1, two distinct components can be identified: the background noise spectrum, that relates to the aforementioned intrinsic acoustic characteristics of the location and remains consistent throughout the spectrogram, and short duration transient sounds, which are added to this spectrum.

To separate this background frequency from the remaining sounds, we could extract the minimum of each frequency along the spectrogram and merge them together to create a spectrum. However, this methodology may lead to erroneous results due to the inherent dynamic range compression of commonly available microphones, which leads to a decrease in gain proceeding loud sounds. Moreover, artefacts derived from the recording system’s own signal processing and noise, be it from acoustic or electromagnetic nature, may also be a factor. As such, we choose instead the 5th-percentile of the power of each frequency as a value that is both an approximation to the minimum and more robust to these effects [12].

B. Feature Extraction

Achieved a frequency spectrum that can be used as an acoustic fingerprint, we proceed to extract features from said spectrum. Three subsets of features were considered:

1) Logarithm of Each Frequency: In signal analysis and processing it is common to use decibels (dB) [18] to better represent and compare the intensity of sound signals. The logarithmic nature of the decibel allows better differentiation between values spread out along different orders of magnitude. Given these resulting features will later be normalized by subtracting the mean value and dividing by the standard deviation, we choose to use just the logarithm of the intensity of each frequency.

2) Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients: The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) are a group of features commonly used in speaker [19] and speech recognition [20]. These have also been used in recognition of human activities based in recorded sound [21].

The MFCC are based on the mel scale [22], a scale that translates frequencies in hertz to the way humans perceive pitch. This is achieved by applying a logarithm with base two, thus assuring that the difference between octaves remains constant. This scale is adjusted in such a way that it maps the values of 0 Hz and 1000 Hz to 0 mels and 1000 mels, respectively. The conversion from hertz to mels is done by the following equation (1):

\[
m = 1000 \times \log_2\left(1 + \frac{f}{1000}\right)
\]
where \( m \) is the pitch in mels and \( f \) is the frequency in hertz.

To compute the MFCC from the obtained intensity spectrum, we start by applying a filter bank of triangular overlapping windows whose frequencies are equidistant in the mel scale. A discrete cosine transform is then applied to the logarithms of the dot products between each frequency band and the frequency spectrum. The number of filter banks used was 26, since this number is typically used in speech related applications.

Similarly to the previous subset, this subset was normalized by subtracting the mean value and dividing by the standard deviation computed from all MFCC values.

3) Additional Spectral Features: Other features were extracted from the background frequency spectrum. These features were centroid, spread, skewness, kurtosis, slope, decrease and roll-off. The formulations for these features are in the [23].

Each feature was individually normalized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation.

C. Feature Selection

Given the large amount of features, a feature selection algorithm was employed to improve the accuracy and computational performance of the algorithm. The chosen algorithm was Sequential Forward Feature Selection [24]:

1) Start with an empty feature set \( Y_0 = \{ \} \), an accuracy \( a_0 = 0 \), an objective function \( J \) and \( k = 0 \);
2) Select the feature \( x^+ \) that maximizes \( J(Y_k + x) \);
3) If \( J(Y_k + x^+) > a_k \), update \( Y_{k+1} = Y_k + x^+ \), \( a_{k+1} = J(Y_k + x^+) \) and \( k = k + 1 \) and go back to 2), otherwise continue;
4) Keep only the feature set \( Y_k \) and discard the rest.

D. Classification Algorithm

The classification algorithm employed was Support Vector Machines [25] using the one-versus-rest approach for multi-class classification, resulting in \( k \) individual binary classifiers where \( k \) is the number of classes [26]. To allow non-linear separations, the kernel trick [27] was employed using the radial basis function (rbf). Synthetic samples were generated with the SMOTE algorithm [28] to compensate for any possible class imbalance.

In the offline stage, acoustic fingerprints are extracted from labelled data, from which the selected features are extracted. These features and associated labels are then used to train the SVM classifier.

In the online stage, the user’s location in \( t_0 \) is estimated by computing the acoustic fingerprint from the audio recorded in the interval \([t_0 - 5, t_0]\). The selected features are extracted from this fingerprint and used as the classifier’s input, where the associated output will be the user’s estimated position.

Furthermore, the probability of an input belonging to each class can be obtained with the method proposed by Wu et al. [29],

E. Validation

The validation method of the resulting classifier was a stratified 10-fold cross validation. This method tries to maintain the ratio between classes in each fold, thus minimizing the possible class unbalance caused by randomly selecting data for each fold. This method was used to validate the classifier and as the objective function \( J \) in feature selection.

III. Sound Similarity: Detecting Co-Location Based on Audio Similarity

In order to identify whether two microphones are in the same location, we must employ some measure of similarity between the sounds recorded. Such measurement must be able to identify similarities in the shape of the waveforms along time, but impervious to phase differences derived from possible small time misalignments.

A. Cross-Correlation

Cross-correlation can be defined as measure of similarity between two series as a function of the displacement between them. For two real valued discrete signals \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \), it can be formulated as:

\[
(x_1 * x_2)[n] = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} x_1[m]x_2[m+n] \tag{2}
\]

Given the finite length of the data, common practice is to extend the series with leading and trailing zeros. However, this methodology is prone to errors due to the resulting tendency to give more weight to central values. Therefore, we instead employ circular cross-correlation, where the input series are extended with periodic summations. Given the discrete-time Fourier transform already employs this extension, we can employ the cross-correlation theorem and formulate the discrete circular cross-correlation as:

\[
(x_1 * x_2)[n] = \mathcal{F}^{-1} \{ \mathcal{F}(x_1) \cdot \mathcal{F}(x_2) \}[n] \tag{3}
\]

This formulation avoids the aforementioned artefact and greatly improves computational performance.

B. Measuring the Similarity of Audio Segments

Given the circular cross-correlation between two finite series, the series will be similar if a pronounced peak is present. As such, we propose a novel measurement for audio similarity (MAS) correlated to the presence of this peak.

Let \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) be two series corresponding to the recordings of two microphones in a window of \( t_{win} \), with a time misalignment \( t_{delay} < t_{win}/d \), where the parameter \( d \) determines the proportion between the length of the cross-correlation and the width of the centre region that contains the correlation peak, as determined in figure 2. Given a circular cross-correlation \( C_{x_1,x_2} \) between these two series, we start by taking the absolute value of each value in the correlation:

\[
C_{abs} = |C_{x_1,x_2}| \tag{4}
\]

Then we define a region \( R \) centred around \( t_{win}/2 \) and with width \( t_{win}/d \):

\[
R = \left[ \frac{t_{win}}{2} - \frac{t_{win}}{2d}, \frac{t_{win}}{2} + \frac{t_{win}}{2d} \right] \tag{5}
\]
Finally, we define the measurement for audio similarity (MAS) as:

\[
MAS_{f,g} = 1 - \min\left(\frac{\max_{t \in R} C_{abs}}{\max C_{abs}}, 1 \right)
\]  

(6)

If a pronounced correlation peak is present, it will be contained in the region \(R\). Therefore, the overall maximum of the correlation will be larger than the maximum in \(R\), and the greater this difference the closer to zero the ratio \(\frac{\max_{t \in R} C_{abs}}{\max C_{abs}}\) will be.

On the other hand, if no correlation peak is present, we can suppose that the correlation has the properties to those of noise. In this case, two situations can occur: if the overall maximum is contained in \(R\), we can obviously say that it is equal to the maximum in \(R\), and therefore the ratio between them will be one; if the overall maximum is contained in \(R\), it will be approximately equal to the maximum in \(R\), and therefore the ratio between them will be approximately one.

Given these properties, the result of this measurement is a value between 0 and 1 where the greater the value, the more similar are the audio signals used as input. Furthermore, by defining a range where the correlation peak can be instead of a fixed point, we make the algorithm robust to small misalignments in time.

C. Co-Location Detection

To apply this measurement in real time, for each second a window of the last \(t_{win}\) seconds is extracted from each signal source and compared using the above described algorithm. To avoid short duration artefacts, the results are then smoothed by applying an IIR low-pass filter.

In order to identify whether two devices are in the same location, a threshold for this measurement must be set. With that goal, for a range of potential thresholds we plot the resulting sensitivity against \(1 - \text{specificity}\), generating a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. From this curve a threshold is obtained by choosing the one that maximizes Youden’s J statistic [30]:

\[
J = \text{sensitivity} + \text{specificity} - 1
\]  

(7)

Measurements above this threshold indicate the devices are in the same location, while measurements below this value indicate the devices are in different locations.

IV. RESULTS

A. SoundSignature

To train and test the proposed algorithm, a series of experiments for data collection were conducted. Several routes were designed and labeled according to the location they were in. The user would then go through these routes with a smartphone in a predetermined position. The audio recording was collected while users simply walk through each planned route from a starting to an ending point.

Preliminarily, a small dataset for distinction between four rooms was acquired to test the effect of different smartphones and positions. The positions used were in calling position, in hand as if the user was texting, swinging in the right hand and in the right pocket of jeans. The smartphones used were two Nexus 5 and a Galaxy S5.

Table I shows the accuracies achieved with by leaving each position for validation while using the remaining for training. Our results show that while the Calling and Texting positions yield acceptable results, the Hand and Pocket positions are not fit for this application.

To test the effect of different smartphones, a similar approach was used. The data recorded with each smartphone was left out for testing while using the remaining for training. The “Hand” and “Pocket” positions were excluded. Table II shows that it is possible to identify the location of the user when comparing to data from other smartphones.

To validate the algorithm with a larger amount of locations and under different conditions, two distinct datasets were recorded. The first one was recorded in 8/8/2017 with the air conditioning system turned off, while the second one was recorded in 13/11/2017 with the air conditioning system turned on. While the locations used as classes were the same, the routes were not. The datasets were recorded by two different persons.

These datasets used a total of 16 locations, the disposition of which can be seen in figure 3. Each recording was split into non overlapping windows with a length of 5 seconds each. This results in a total of 495 labeled samples. For each of these an acoustic fingerprint was extracted using the aforementioned algorithm. The number of points used in the FFT for the spectrograms was 512, generating spectra with
Fig. 3. Disposition of the locations used to validate the SoundSignature algorithm. There is one location that could not be depicted: a small enclosed room in the bottom floor we named “Lab.” There is no physical barrier between “OS0” and “OS1,” as well as between “E0” and “E1.”

Fig. 4. Normalized confusion matrix obtained by using data recorded in different days for training and testing. 257 frequency bins each. The full set of features was extracted for each of these fingerprints.

Using the features extracted from the data in the first dataset, the above-described feature selection algorithm was applied, reducing the number of features from 290 to 13. All features correspond to logarithms of powers of frequencies from the acoustic fingerprint, and all from frequencies below 2000 Hz. Validation through 10-fold stratified cross-validation yields an accuracy of 90.28%.

To test the algorithm with data from different days for training and validation, a different method was employed. Using the same selected features, the first dataset was used for training while the second was used for validation. Posteriorly, the second dataset was used for training while the first was used for validation. The achieved accuracy with this method was 48.08%, and the resulting confusion matrix can be observed in figure 4. By analysing this matrix, we can observe that while the algorithm failed for some locations, others were successfully identified. We believe this is due to noise sources that define the intrinsic acoustic properties of these locations:

- “OS0” is where the computers are located, emitting a characteristic noise from their fans;
- “IT” is where the servers are located, also emitting a characteristic sound from their fans;
- In “Prt” we can hear the sound of “IT” from behind a door, which acts as a natural low-pass filter;
- “OS2” and “Lab,” being underground, have dedicated ventilation systems that produce noise;
- “E1” has a small fridge that emits a characteristic sound;
- We could not find an explanation for “E0” or “SR1.”

Finally, by validating both datasets together with 10-fold stratified cross-validation, the accuracy achieved is 77.89%. The resulting confusion matrix and its analysis is in figure 5.

Fig. 5. Normalized confusion matrix obtained by applying the SoundSignature algorithm to the datasets recorded in 8/8/2017 and 13/11/2017, validated with 10-fold stratified cross-correlation. We can observe that there is some misclassification between “OS0” and “OS1,” between which there are no physical barriers. Similarly, there is some confusion between “E0” and “E1.” There is also some notable confusion between “SR0” and “SR1,” locations that are physically nearly identical.

Fig. 6. Class membership probability estimates for each sample for each recorded sample when validating the classifier under the conditions of figure 4. Each line represents a sample, the circles represent correct classifications and the crosses represent wrong classifications.

Figure 6 shows the class membership probability estimates for each sample when validating the classifier under the conditions of figure 4. This figure shows that even when a sample is misclassified, the probabilistic response shows that it does so with a low degree of certainty and the correct class often has a higher than average probability.

All data was acquired using a recorder application with tap counter functionality that eased the process of annotating samples. The datasets were collected using a LG Nexus 5 Android smartphone. Data processing was executed in Python 3.5 using algorithms from the library scikit-learn [31].

B. SoundSimilarity

For data acquisition, a series of experiments were designed. These involved two microphones: one in a fixed location and another carried by the subject. While both microphones are recording the subject walks through a predetermined path. These paths start in the same location as the fixed microphone, leave to another location and then return to the starting point. The devices used included an HP laptop, an iPad Air tablet,
The ideal threshold is the one that maximizes this statistic, in this case 0.261. Youden’s J statistic for a certain threshold is equal to the distance from the random guess line (plotted in dashes) to the ROC curve. The area under the curve is 0.9829. Youden’s J statistic for a certain threshold is equal to the distance from the random guess line (plotted in dashes) to the ROC curve. The area under this curve yields an ideal threshold of 0.248.

The extraction of the fingerprint begins with the computation of a spectrogram without window overlap, which for \( n \) sample points and \( w \) \( \text{fft} \) points performs \( n/2 \) \( \text{fft} \) operations with a time complexity of \( O(w \log w) \). This results in a total time complexity of \( O(n \log w) \) and \( \lfloor w/2 \rfloor \) + 1 frequencies with \( \log w \) values each.

The chosen sorting algorithm for the extraction of the 5th percentile of each frequency was heapsort, resulting in a time complexity of \( O(n \log n) \) for the SoundSimilarity algorithm.

The chosen sorting algorithm for the extraction of the 5th percentile of each frequency was heapsort, resulting in a time complexity of \( O(n \log n) \) for the SoundSimilarity algorithm.

V. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

A. SoundSignature

The extraction of the fingerprint begins with the computation of a spectrogram without window overlap, which for \( n \) sample points and \( w \) \( \text{fft} \) points performs \( n/2 \) \( \text{fft} \) operations with a time complexity of \( O(w \log w) \). This results in a total time complexity of \( O(n \log w) \) and \( \lfloor w/2 \rfloor + 1 \) frequencies with \( \log w \) values each.

The chosen sorting algorithm for the extraction of the 5th percentile of each frequency was heapsort, resulting in a time complexity of \( O(n \log n) \) for the SoundSimilarity algorithm.

By applying this algorithm to synthetic data 10000 times using an Intel Core i7-5500u, the average running time of 6.64 \( \times 10^{-4} \pm 7.48 \times 10^{-4} \) seconds per iteration.

B. SoundSimilarity

For two signals with \( n \) samples each, the correlation is as follows:

\[
y_{\text{pred}} = \text{sgn} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{l} y_i a_i K(x_i, x) + b \right)
\]  

where \( y_i a_i \) and \( b \) are parameters generated in the offline phase, \( l \) the number of support vectors selected during training, \( x_i \) the \( i \)-th support vector, \( x \) the evaluated feature vector, \( K \) the kernel function (in this case \( \text{rbf} \)) and \( y_{\text{pred}} \) the predicted class. The time complexity of this method therefore is \( O(lm) \), where \( m \) is the number of selected features during feature selection. As such, when using the one-versus-rest approach for multi-class classification, the time complexity for prediction using \( k \) binary classifiers is \( O(klm) \).

The total time complexity of the SoundSignature algorithm is therefore \( O(n \log w + n \log w + klm) \). Given that \( w, k, l \) and \( m \) are typically much smaller than \( n \), the computational cost is usually observed to be proportional to \( n \).

To simulate usage of the algorithm in real time, the first step was to align the signals from both microphones. Since that step also contains the fixed microphone, the resulting similarity between each pair of windows was then computed through use of the previously described algorithm, returning the similarity of the last \( w \) \( \text{fft} \) points of the previous window. A correlation between the first \( t_{\text{win}} \) = 10\( s \) of each signal is computed. The misalignment \( t_{\text{delay}} \) is given by the following expression:

\[
t_{\text{delay}} = \frac{t_{\text{win}}}{2} - t_{\text{delay}} \text{argmax}(f \ast g)
\]  

(8)

Once the signals are aligned, for each second a window of the last \( t_{\text{win}} \) of each signal was extracted. The similarity between each pair of windows was then computed through use of the previously described algorithm, returning the similarity of signals over time. This output was then smoothed with a low-pass IIR filter of order 5 with a cut-off frequency of 0.3Hz. The free parameters were set to \( t_{\text{win}} = 5\( s \) \) and \( d = 16 \), chosen empirically.

After applying this process to every pair of recordings, a ROC curve is computed (figure 7). The area under this curve (AUROC score) is 0.9829, and maximizing Youden’s statistic in this curve yields an ideal threshold of 0.248.

Graphs of audio similarity over time such as figure 8 were generated for each of the 11 pairs of simultaneous recordings. These graphs show that most errors occur in transition between moments where the devices are in the same location and moments where they are not.
VI. INTEGRATION OF BOTH ALGORITHMS

By using both algorithms simultaneously, it is possible to calibrate the predicted locations of users if proximity between them is detected.

In a practical example, on the one hand using SoundSignature Alice’s smartphone reports “M0” as her predicted location, with a probability of 83%. On the other hand, Bob’s smartphone reports a predicted location of “SR1” with a confidence score of 62%. If the SoundSimilarity algorithm reports that both subjects are in the same location, Bob’s location will be to “M0,” as the probability associated to his prediction is lower than Alice’s.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented two different algorithms for indoor localization based on sound. These algorithms allow to locate users and calibrate their locations by comparing the signals by them perceived, relying exclusively on pervasive sound and requiring no infrastructure.

A. SoundSignature

The first algorithm, SoundSignature, identifies the location the user is in. This algorithm can be divided into two stages: an offline stage and an online stage. During the offline stage, acoustic fingerprints are extracted from the training data by filtering out transient sounds from the background noise spectrum. From these fingerprints a large group of features is extracted and oversampled through use of the SMOTE algorithm. From these, the best features are selected through the use of a feature selection algorithm. Finally, these selected features are used to train an SVM classifier. During the online stage, the previously selected features are extracted from real-time audio to predict the location of the user.

Preliminary tests show that the algorithm can use data recorded from other smartphones without significant effects on the results, but positions of the device that introduce noise do affect them. For further validation, two datasets were recorded in different days under different conditions. Applying the algorithm to the first dataset and validating it through 10-fold cross-validation, we achieve an accuracy of 90.28%. Applying this same validation method to both datasets together yields an accuracy of 77.89%, while validating data from one day with data from another day returns an accuracy of 48.08%. Our results show that while the generated acoustic fingerprints are stable enough to classify with good accuracy data collected under the same conditions, this only holds true for some locations when recording under different conditions. We also show that training the classifier with data collected under different conditions significantly improves the results.

The features selected by the feature selection algorithm are all logarithms of the power of frequencies bellow 2000 Hz, indicating that MFCC and the other additional spectral features may be inadequate for this application. The fact that all chosen frequencies were bellow 2000 Hz may be an indicator that the sampling frequency may be reduced from 8000 Hz to 4000 Hz, further increasing the algorithm’s computational performance.

While sound-based indoor location has been achieved with good results by Tarzia et al. [12], we consider our algorithm shows significant improvements over the current state of the art regarding the subject:

- Our recording process was significantly different: instead of using dedicated recording equipment with a static placement, we used a smartphone placed on the user while they walked through a predetermined route. This decision was led by the fact that we consider these the conditions under which an indoor positioning system would be used;
- The length of the window used was 5 seconds, allowing a swift feedback to the user and response to location changes, a requirement for real-time indoor navigation systems;
- When validating data with a classifier trained in different conditions, we achieved an accuracy of 48.08%, as opposed to the 17.9% achieved in an experiment similarly designed by Tarzia et al. [12];
- The classifier used allows not only classification of inputs but also obtaining class membership probability estimates.

The class membership probability estimates allow easy integration of the proposed algorithm with other probability-based methods, such as similar approaches to geomagnetic or radio signals and systems based on particle filters.

B. SoundSimilarity

The second algorithm, SoundSimilarity, detects if a user is in the same location as another user or a device. This algorithm relies on a novel measure of sound similarity (Measurement for Audio Similarity or MAS) that is based on the presence a correlation peak. This measurement’s associated area under the ROC curve of 0.98 validates its use for the proposed function. By maximizing Youden’s statistic in this curve we obtain an optimum threshold for the measurement. Observation of the graphs of sound similarity over time indicate that the algorithm only fails in moments of transition, showing a delay of approximately 1.5s. We believe this delay is due to the use of the \( t_{win} \) second window and to the low pass filtering.

Other similarity metrics were considered, namely covariance, correlation coefficient and mutual information score, all in both time and frequency domains. The only metric showing acceptable results was the correlation coefficient in the frequency domain, showing an AUROC score of 0.8803. The other considered metrics showed AUROC scores between 0.45 and 0.55, being therefore unusable for this application.

Most notably, we compared the obtained results to the results obtained by Satoh et al. [14]. While the algorithms performed similarly in static conditions, our method showed imperviousness to perturbations such as the sound of footsteps and the passing of airplanes, while the compared method behaved poorly under these conditions. The AUROC score obtained by applying the method proposed by Satoh et al. to our data is 0.8736.

C. Concluding Remarks

The SoundSignature algorithms allows devices to predict their location through the sound perceived by their microphones. The SoundSimilarity algorithm allows corrections to
these predictions, should proximity be detected but different predictions obtained.

While these were designed to work together, they are capable of functioning independently of each other. Furthermore, they can be used in conjunction with other indoor positioning systems already proposed in the literature as a new layer of information.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

Although the developed work shows promising results, further experimentation is needed in how different recording conditions affect the results of the SoundSignature algorithm. Moreover, we will also study the effects of imposing limitations on transitions between locations, thus excluding physically those that are impossible. We will also implement a rejection class by thresholding the degree of confidence returned by the classifier to try and prevent unexpected behaviours in unknown locations, as well as assuring that predictions are made with more certainty.

Different experiments will be executed to test the integration between both developed algorithms, allowing the SoundSimilarity algorithm to correct possible misclassifications made by the SoundSignature algorithm.

Finally, a mobile application will be developed to streamline the processes of data acquisition and training and validation of the developed algorithms, by allowing these to be tested in real-time.
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